ACCELERATE YOUR DOCUMENT REVIEW
Take the fastest path to compliance.

DocXtools™ for Life Sciences is a Microsoft Word add-in that accelerates the creation, review, and formatting of your electronic common technical document (eCTD), helping get your documents submission-ready faster.

REVIEW DOCUMENT QUALITY
Review documents for style and formatting compliance with the click of a button.

MANAGE ABBREVIATIONS
List, organize, and modify all abbreviations in one place. Identify deviations from your best practices and quickly fix them.

FIX CROSS-REFERENCES & IMPROPER PHRASES
Easily find and fix cross-references and phrases that should be avoided.

“Not only were we impressed by the ease of implementation, but we saw some critical review times plummet—from hours to minutes.”

Cullen Vogelson
President
Illuminated Research
A decade of research, thousands of patients, and countless hours of work go into developing new drugs and therapeutics. After all the time and resources are invested, you can’t afford to waste a single minute preparing your regulatory submission. When it comes to the final steps of completing regulatory documents in eCTD format, accelerating your authoring and review process and automating your quality check are more than important. They are essential, because Patients Are Waiting.

Use DocXtools for Life Sciences to produce high-quality documents and enforce standards for content, style, and format more efficiently so you can finalize your submission faster. And, if you run into trouble at the last minute, contact DocER™ for complimentary emergency document remediation and repair.

**Save time** – Accelerate your document creation and review processes with features that automatically check a document against your approved document standards.

**Focus on quality** – Find all deviations from your standards quickly, so you can concentrate on the content of your documents rather than tedious styling, formatting, and review tasks.

**Receive unmatched customer support** – Get ongoing support and expert assistance when you need it most from Litera Microsystems Customer Support.

### IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

Reduce the time it takes to review documents by up to 60 percent.

### GAIN CONFIDENCE IN YOUR QUALITY

Find all deviations from your standards, even those that are hidden or easy to miss.

### IDENTIFY INCONSISTENCIES

Create consistent and compliant documents by comparing them to a specific set of abbreviation standards.

### GET STARTED FAST

Get started faster with software that is easy to deploy and requires minimal training.

### Facts

- Time-consuming manual reviews can be disruptive, costly, and often increase the risk of errors and delays
- 88% of medical writing professionals believe they could complete submissions faster by using technology to speed up the document review process
- DocXtools for Life Sciences reduces the time it takes to review documents by up to 60%

### Minimum System Requirements

- Windows 7 or later (32- or 64-bit)
- Office 2010 or later (32- or 64-bit)